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M. Rajkumar

I B.Sc physics
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M. Esakki @ Baby Mary

Life is Like a Computer

Life - System

Birth - Login

Mother - Password

Carrier - button

Parents - Programmers

Teachers - Compilers

Friends  - Internet

Knowledge - Operating system

Food - Input

Desire - Keyboard

Surrounding  - Monitor

Rest - Shutdown

P. ManiMala

II B.Sc Computer Science
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Padma Bhushan (2008)

Steel Price (1996)

Birhoff prize (1994)

Courant Institute
U.S. National Academy of Science (1995)

Norwegian Academy of science and letters (2009)



American Academy of Arts and Science (1988) the

Third World Academy of Sciences (1988), the Institute of

Mathematical Statistics (1991), The Royal Society (1998),

The Indian Academy of Sciences (2004) The Society for

Industrial and Applied Mathematics (2009) 
American Mathematical society (2012) 
fellow 

C. Poornavalli

 I M.Sc Maths
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Li - Fi (Light Fidelity) is a bidirectional high speed and
fully networked wireless communication technology similar to
Wi - Fi. The term was coined by Harald Haas and is a form of
visible light communication and a subset of Optical Wireless
Communications (OWC) and could be a complement to RF
communication (wi - fi or cellular network) or even a
replacement in contexts of data broadcasting. it is so far
measured to be about 100 times faster than some wi - fi
implementations, reaching speeds of 224 gigabits per
second.

It is wireless and it uses visible light communication
or infra red and near ultraviolet spectrum, part of optical
wireless communications technology, which carries much more
information, and it has been proposed as a solution to the
RF - bandwidth limitations. Li - Fi has the advantage of being
useful in electromagnetic sensitive areas such as in aircraft
cabins, hospitals and nuclear power plants without causing
electromagnetic interference.



ç é  Š à ç Ã  (Li - Fi Light Fidelity)



     

    

 







M. Swathikrishna
I M.Sc Maths
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N. Aruna
III B.Sc Computer Science

Chemical Ingredients in skin care Products

1. Betientrimonium Chloride

Toxic ammonia compound Irigestion can be fatal.

concentrations as low as 0.1%. can be irritating to the eyes

and cause necrosis (tissue death) of mucus membranes.

2. Propylene Glycol :-

This toxic ingredient causes many allergic reactions.

Research data states that through skin contact it can cause

liver abnormalities and kindney damage.

Chemical used in Toothpaste :-

Seven Chemicals :-

Fluoride, antibacterial agents, desensitizing agents,

anti - tarter agents, NaHCO
3
, enzymes, and xylitol. These

are the chemicals that are used to make up tooth paste.

G. Durga

III B.Sc Chemistry
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Google CEO - Sundar Pichai

(First CEO of google who is’nt a whiteman)

1. Name : Pichai Sundarajan (born 1972)
2. Family : Born in Madurai
Parents : Lakshmi and Ragunathan Pichai
Wife : Anjali Pichai  (Chemical Engineer)
3. Ethnicity : Tamil
4. Alma mater: IIT Kharagpur (B.Tech) Metaurgical Eng

  Stanford University, America
 (Medical Science (m.s) Eng)

5. Technical Growth :
* Pichai joined google in 2004, where he led the

product management and innovation efforts for a suite of
google’s client software products, including google chrome,
chrome os and responsible for google drive.

* He Developed different apps such as gmail and
google maps.

* He announed the open sourcing of the new video
codec vp8 by google and introduced the new video format
webm in 2010.

* On 2013, he added android to the list of google
products, Android was formerly managed by Andy rubin.

* Dircetor of Jive software from April 2011 to July
30, 2013

* Google Product chief from oct 24, 2014
* Google CEO from Aug 10, 2015
* He stepped into the new position upon the

completion of the formation of Alphabet inc, the new
holding company for the google company family.

P. Velmurugan
II B.Sc. C.S.
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U. Santhanamari
I B.Sc Chemistry.

2015 Nobel Prize Winner -

Tomas Lindahlf & Paul Modrich

The Cell’s tool box for DNA repair

To Noble Prize in chemistry 2015 is awarded to Tomas
Lindahlf, Paul Modrich and Aziz sancar for having mapped at a
molecular level, how cells repair damaged DNA and safeguard
the genetic information

Each day our DNA is damaged by UV radiation, free
radicals and other carcinogenic substances, but even
without such external attacks, a DNA molecule is inherently
unstable.

The Nobal Laureates in chemistry 2015 have
provided fundamental insights into how cells function,
Knowledge that can be used, for instance, in the development
of new cancer treatment.

S. Meena

III B.Sc Chemistry
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M. Sankaran

I B.Sc zoology
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AB2 + AC2 = BC2

42 + 32 = 16 + 9 = 25 = 52

BC = 5


       S. Kantha Kumar

I B.Sc Maths

 
Plus + - 
Minus(-) - 
Multiply X - 
Divide  
Equal  
Congruent  - 
Not equal  - 

Similary || - 

Contains  - 
Contained in  - 
 Union  - 
Intersection  -  
Lessthan < -  
Greaterthan > - 
Big   - 
Infinity  - 

S. Subalakshmi,

R. Santhanam,

II B.Sc (Computer Science)
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(Endoscopy)


     
(Endoscopy)


(Gastroscopy)

   


(Laryngoscopy)




(Bronchoscopy)

 


(Colonoscopy)




(Cystoscopy)




(Proctoscopy)
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(Thoracoscopy)





(Colposcopy)



(Laparoscopy)




(Arthoscopy)


 
 
I M.Sc Maths


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

M. Rajkumar

I B.Sc physics
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P. Ranjitham

III B.Sc Zoology

Noble - Prize 2015

1. Tunisian National Dialogue Quartet - Peace Prize

2. Svetlana Alexievich - Literature

3. Arthur B.MC Donald - Physics

4. Paul L. Modrich - Chemistry

5. Tomas Lindahl - Chemistry

6. Aziz snacar - Chemistry

7. William C. Cambell - Physiology or Medicine

8. Satochi omura - Physiology or Medicine

9. Tuyouyou - Physiology or Medicine

10. Angus Deaton - Economic Sciences
G. Durga  (III. B.Sc Chemistry)

M. Renganathan (I. B.Sc Chemistry)
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(III B.Sc Zoology)

Chemical Used in skin Care Product

Salicylic Acid :  GARNIER

Zinc Oxide :  LAKME

Retinol :  POND’S AGE MIRACLE

Glycollic Acid :  AHAGLOW FACE WASH

Peptides :  FAIR AND HANDSOME

S. Rohini

III .B,Sc Chemistry
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G. Suganya

I B.Sc Zoology



The Best

The Best “OM” is Home

The Best “Age” is courage

The Best “Mile” is Smile

The Best “Stand” is understand

The Best “Oay” is Today

The Best “End” is Friend

A Mathematical Wonder

111,111,111 is Multiplied by 111,111,111

We get the Answer 12,345,678,987,654,321.
S. Puthiyaval

I B.Sc Maths
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Unity  is  Strength

Our Country is a secular country look at this

Temple is a 6 letter word

Church is a 6 letter word

Mosque is also a 6 letter word

Geetha is a five letter word

Bible is a five letter word

Quran is also a five letter word

Though different in spelling they express the same truth.

There is unity in diversity

which makes us Indian

P. Selvi

S.Subbulakshmi

E. Kanniselvi

II M.Sc., Maths

















P. Guruvammal

N. Anusha

I. B.Sc Maths.
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  911
  100
 101
 100,103
 102,108
 155377
   155333
  1910
 1019
  1098
  1091, 181
  1253
  1033
   1099
 1093
  74188 98888
 044 - 22410377
 93833 37639
 SMS - 95000 99100
  SMS - 98409 83832
SMS 98400 00103
 SMS 044 - 22300666
Help Line AIDS 1097
  1512
 1095

Sasi Kumar

III B.Sc Zoology
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M. Sankaran

I B.Sc Zoology
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(NASA) (WISE - wide field infrared survey Explorer)


M. Poomariyammal

II B.Sc Zoology


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

E. Sankarammal

I B.Sc physics


C. II B.Sc. C.S.
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III B.Sc Zoology

 









P. Santhi
III B.Sc Chemistry
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III B.Sc (Computer Science)
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              S. Elakkiya, M. Iyyammal, S. Puthiyaval

I B.Sc Maths





      
      


    
    
    
     


\ V¤ s â¦m . M. Sangeetha

I B.Sc Physics
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M. Prema Raja Sundari

I B.Sc Maths.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

B. Supriya Shalini &

S. Uma Mageshwari

I B.Sc (Maths)
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M. Poomariyammal

III B.Sc Zoology




